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NEW VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

Vision

Excellence in Public Resource Management 
for Socio-Economic development

Values

-Integrity
-Transparency
-Accountability

-Fairness
-Professionalism 

Mission

Empowering Provincial and Local 
Government for sustainable service delivery 
through good governance and sound public 

resource management

The heartland of Southern Africa - development is about people
“We are the best in what we 



 1.    Address your messages carefully

 Use the To, Cc, and Bcc fields correctly. Here are a couple of simple guidelines:

 When sending to several people who know each other, it’s okay to put their addresses in the To... field.

 If the communique requires someone to be informed about the circulation, put their address in the Cc... field

 When sending to many people in the address book , put their addresses in the Bcc… field instead. This will assist 
in eliminating replies to irrelevant recipients.

  Addresses in the To… and Cc… field are visible to all recipients. Addresses in the Bcc… field are hidden.

 2.    Always include a brief Subject.
 

 3.    Contents of your mail - Use upper and lowercase text. Using all uppercase letters means 
SHOUTING.
  
 Use proper business language

 4.    Sign your messages with at least your name, surname and contact number.

 5.    Always review your message before you click the send button. Remember, format/
 spelling errors, missing information, setting reminders … This will eliminate recalling and 
resending corrected or updated copies after a message has been received.

 6.    Refrain from using the Reply to All feature to give your opinion to those who may not be 
interested. In most cases replying to the Sender alone is your best course of action.

  
 7.    Don’t forward chain mail! These messages tell you to send or forward them to several 
other people.

  
 8.    When you invite people to a meeting, always use calendar invitation. This will assist you 
to choose the   dates properly, set reminders and allow invitees to confirm availabil-
ity.

  
 9.    Keep your mail box clean. Save attachments to My Documents folder and delete all un-
used email.

 Create folders to categories and easily access your mails

  Transfer old email but still useful emails to the archive folder

  

 Finally, remember that we are evaluated and classified by these four contacts : What we do, How we look, What we 
say and How we say it”

Email Etiquette




